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How it Works? 
 

How Does the PetZone Flea & Tick Protector Work? 

The products we manufacture at PetZone are energetically charged by an AFG 

(Accelerator Frequency Generator) on a proprietary material that contains 22.8% 

carbon elements. The process is a patented technique, and is considered *Bio 

Energy Synthesis Technology. 

The frequencies programmed into the Flea & Tick Protector promotes a positive 

energy flow that helps to maintain an energy balance that works with the animal’s 

own immune system to become more resistant to flea and tick bites. By restoring 
the energy balance in the animal’s body, the chip helps to maintain the animal’s 

overall health, and improves stamina. 

The Flea & Tick Protector is made of a proprietary material that holds an 

**energetic-flux which interacts safely with the multi-layered energy field that 
surrounds the animal’s body. This multi-layered sheath of energy is yet another 

component of the subtle energy system that surrounds all life forms.  

This vibrant and dynamic energy field is constant in all life, and radiates a network 

of harmonious balanced energy. The Flea & Tick Protector is a drug free solution 

made for pet owners who understand the danger of using drugs that can cause 
harmful side effects. The excessive use of these chemicals are extremely dangerous 

to your animals’ health.  

Directions: Attach one patch to your dog’s ID tags or with the included dog tag. 

For best results, replace every six months.  

*Bio Energy Synthesis Technology is a process of infusion an energetic flux that 

hold natural frequencies, this energy is programmed on a proprietary material that 
contains 22.8% carbon elements by our patented AFG (Accelerator Frequency 

Generator). 

** Energetic flux is the rate of energy flow sometimes informally called energy 

current. 

What to Expect 

Fleas and ticks are natural predators of warm-blooded animals. They will remain 
there until you can take action and examine. The Flea & Tick Protector is made to 

improve the animal’s immune system and keep them healthy while in that 
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environment. It takes 2-3 weeks to strengthen the animals’ immune system, 

thereby improving a healthier response against fleas and ticks and the diseases 

caused by these parasites. 

For best results, replace patch every 6 months.  

Summary of the Science: 

It is possible to cause a molecular variation in organic matter to increase oxygen in 
the blood, by applying an electrostatic induction field generated by low frequency, 

the patches are considered a delivery system device. Since the process is effective 

in organic material, the low energy flux from the patches carries the frequencies to 

the blood stream of the animal. 

Specifications: 

The patches are .75 inches round by .12 inches thick with a plastic dome for added 

protection. It attaches, by adhesive, to the animal’s ID tags. 

How it’s Programmed: 

The process in which the patch is programmed is by generating a frequency 

program ranging from 30 MHz to 130 MHz, a special Accelerate Frequency 

Generator, (AFG) applies a voltage ranging from 1 volt to 3 volts between coils in a 
containment field that produce waves of frequencies. These volts of energy cause 

the material to hold the frequencies to be suspended for up to a two year shelf-life. 

This process is called: Bio Synthesis Technology. 

Material: 

The material used for the Flea and Tick Protector is made of a special vinyl with 
22.8% iron fragments imbedded in the material that holds the transmitting 

frequency. The material is safe and causes no ill effects. On the back of the patch is 

a self-adhesive to be used when attaching the patches to the animal’s ID tag. 

For a more comprehensive understanding of scalar energy, please refer to the book 

“Optimum Energy for Peak Performance with Scalar Energy“, written by Dr. Siva 

Poobalasingam, MD, and Nisha Lakshmanan, MA. 

PetZone Flea & Tick Protector is one product of the PetZone product line developed 

by AlphaBio Centrix, LLC, a research and development facility certified by the State 

of Nevada, United States, as an environment testing company for bio-resonance 
applications and manufacturer of products utilizing proprietary bio-resonance 

frequency technology. PreciousPets.org is an Authorized Distributor of PetZone and 

AlphaBio Centrix products. 

Instructions 
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When you receive your PetZone Flea & Tick Protector patches, you’ll find they are 
packaged in a 5″x5″ four-color custom envelope with glued, sealed ends for 

security. Each packet holds two (2) patches, a one-year supply. 

BEFORE you attach the first patch, your pet and home MUST be FREE of fleas, 

ticks, eggs and larvae OR the patch will NOT work. We provide detailed instructions 

on how to prepare your pet and home with each order. If you would like to receive 

these instructions prior to receiving your patches, please let us know during 

checkout. 

Once you are sure your pet and home are FREE of fleas, eggs, larvae and ticks, 

simply attach one patch to your pet’s ID tag or collar and then forget about it for 6 

months. Once the patch is removed from the backing paper, it is exposed to air. It 
is effective for up to six (6) months. Replace the patch with a new patch every six 

months for best results.  

Just don’t forget to mark your calendar when it’s time to replace the patches!  

Frequently Asked Questions 
 

What is Bio-frequency?  
The term Bio-frequency is used to explain the vibration of energy in all living 

things. Everything we know and understand has vibrational frequency or signature 
measured in Hertz (Hz). Roal Rife, Paul Nogier and Jack Swartz were the original 

pioneers of frequency medicine. They dedicated their lives to discovering the 

frequencies that correspond to such things as: various diseases, bacteria, viruses 
and other microorganisms. In diagnostic medicine, frequencies are well known: 

EKG’s for the heart, EEG’s for the brain, and MRI’s for injured cells. Our CALM patch 

is capable of utilizing and emitting specialized frequencies (from 1-40,000 Hz). 
These frequencies are well documented healing wavelengths in the red and infrared 

spectrum. Our manufacturer understands the benefits of healthy functioning 

frequencies that emit from our bodies, and studies their energetics so they can 

duplicate them onto an advanced metalized material that is used in all of our 

products. 

What is PetZONE Flea and Tick Protector?  

Our Flea and Tick Protector is made using embedded frequency technology that is 

designed to enhance your pet’s immune system to be able to fight off the many 
diseases caused by fleas and ticks. The longer your pet wears the Protector, the 

stronger your pet’s immune system will become. 
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How will Flea and Tick Protector work with my current flea and tick 

routine? 
The Flea and Tick patch is made as a complementary therapy for your pets. It 

should be used in conjunction with your normal process to rid your pet of fleas and 

ticks. We are certain that by successfully using our Flea and Tick Protector, that 

overtime you can start reducing the harsher medical part of the therapy. For a 
completely natural approach to flea and tick prevention, we recommend Flea Free 

Food Supplement daily, as well as an overall natural approach with Nature’s Way 

Insect Spray and Pet Scents Herbal Shampoo! 

How and where do I attach the Flea and Tick Protector patch to my pet?  
Simply attach one patch to your pet’s ID tags or the included dog tag and attach it 

to your pet’s collar. Once the patch is removed from the backing paper, it is 

effective for up to six months. Replace with a new patch every six months for best 

results. Our patches can be used on dogs and cats of all ages. 

Are the patches equally effective with a small or large pet?  
All animals have the same bio-field, therefore the patch is adaptable to your pet’s 

energy. 

How long does it take for the Flea and Tick Protector patch to begin 

working? 
Immediately, once attached to your pet’s ID Tag. Depending on your pet’s overall 

immune system health, it can take 2-3 weeks to fully strengthen the animals’ 

immune system, thereby improving a healthier response against fleas and ticks and 

the diseases caused by these parasites. 

How often should I replace the Flea & Tick Protector?  

We recommend replacing the patches every six months. The patches come with a 

self-adhesive backing. Simply peel off the old one and replace with new ones. 

Can the Flea and Tick Protector patch get wet? 

Yes it can get wet! There is no reason to take your pet’s collar off to play in the 

water or even romp in the ocean. It will remain effective! 

I am currently dealing with a flea infestation in my home. Will the Flea & 

Tick Protector help get rid of this problem? 

No, the PetZone Flea & Tick Pet Protector is not a treatment or a preventative. We 
suggest you follow one or all of these helpful guidelines, all natural, to help 

eliminate the flea infestation as quickly as possible. Once the infestation is taken 

care of, the Flea & Tick Protector will keep your pet protected against the diseases 

caused by fleas and ticks. 

Note: It is much easier to prevent a flea infestation than to treat an existing one. 
Don’t let your furry friend suffer from a flea infestation and don’t let fleas get into 

your home. 
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